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Abstract: Introduction: The increasing age, the presence of different diseases that affect the health of individuals and the new opportunities of access to information are changing the process of acquisition of data on health status. Very often, the process of autonomous research of information leads to wrong self-diagnosis with consequent repercussions on health expenditures (e.g.: unnecessary hospitalization) and, generally, on sustainability of health systems.

Scope: This work aims to examine the influence of Digital Divide and Internet Usage (DD/IU) on autonomous Health Information Seeking (HIS) process, in order to get useful information about its impact on Healthcare Expenditures per Individual (HEPI). Similarly, this work aims to recognize and understand, from an economical, organizational and technological perspective, the correlation between DD/IU-HIS and HEPI.

Methods: To discover the link between DD/IU, HIS and HEPI, we conducted a systematic literature review in order to understand the network of behind these concepts and we applied the Panel Linear Model (PLM) approach in a case study to prove the correlation.

Findings: By analysing the literature on between DD/IU and HIS ties have emerged between the research topics. These findings have been also revealed by a significative impact. This suggests that, since people live longer, the more individuals access the Internet to get information on health status, the more effective the health expenditure is. All of this has repercussions on the long-term sustainability of the health system, requiring a re-modulation of the services provided, the professionalism and the technologies adopted.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Worldwide health and health conditions are changing. According to WHO’s statistics, indicators such as Life expectancy at birth or Healthy life expectancy at birth are showing significant increase (respectively from 66,5 years in 2000 to 72,0 in 2016 and from 58,5 in 2000 to 63,3 in 2016). According WHO’s report[1], that analyzed health statistics for its 194 Member States, focusing on the health and health-related Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), these improvements can be ascribed to: a global enhancement of reproductive, maternal, newborn and child health; a reduction of incidence of infectious diseases, such as HIV (“from 0.40 per 1000 uninfected population in 2005 to 0.26 per 1000 uninfected population in 2016”) or TB (with a 19% decrease of new and relapse cases from 2000 to 2016); a collective reduction of mortality
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due to the four main Non-Communicable Diseases (NCDs)\(^4\) in people from 30 to 70 years; universal health coverage (there is an enormous heterogeneity between countries); a gradual growth of essential services provided by national health services; and a constant increase in financial resources spent on research and development to develop or create new health products and processes.

Nowadays digital transformation is changing our life and our well-being, in a relatively short time it has changed unprecedented the way people work, interact, and learn [2]. In fact, past global revolutions (e.g. Industrial Revolution) produced their effect slowly and with great heterogeneity in countries.

Recently, OECD[3] analyzed how digital technologies are changing and will change our life. In its report, OECD starts its considerations from some empirical evidences: people are making a constant use of personal digital devices to access the Internet; broadband connections increased by 26\% in OECD countries; applications, such as Big data [4], Internet of Things, and Artificial Intelligence, connected to the widespread technologies are continuously developed.

Extreme use of digital technologies and connection, to date, is deeply connected to information and exchange of communications. On one hand, in health-care delivery most common application are: electronic health records, online accessibility of health-care providers, remote sensors, eHealth technologies [5], and medical appointments online. On the other hand, digitalization is leading to better outcomes of health technologies (such as, reduction of costs and effectiveness in management of pathologies) [6],[7] and to improve patient experiences (for example, with online platform upon which individuals can find more information about diseases, treatments or support) [8].

In other studies [4], [9] it emerges that digital devices and the Internet connection caused disparities in Internet usage and Internet access, between countries and within countries: these phenomena are known as Digital Divide (DD). The DD is related to three key elements: technology (infrastructure[10] and hardware[11]), Socio-economic impact (social inequalities: class, ethnicity, gender, age, and geographical location [12], [13]), and Ability to use the devices (First Level DD [9], [14] and Second Level DD[15], [16]).

For the reasons exposed above, this paper aims to investigate the impact of DD and Health Information Seeking Online (HIS) among individuals on individual health-care expenditures. Due to the complexity of the subject matter, we followed a tiered approach, dividing the research work into two steps. First, we identified through a literature review the hidden relationship among the determinants of DD and HIS and the variables needed. Then we applied a Panel Linear Model (PLM) on an empirical research on European individual health expenditures.

This paper is organized as follows: the introduction presents the information needed to introduce the research questions; a brief literature review to identify the concept and the variables; the PLM methodology adopted to analyse the data; the results and the conclusion.

\(^4\) The four main NCDs are: cardiovascular disease (with 44\% of all NCD deaths); cancer (22\%); chronic respiratory disease (9\%); and diabetes (4\%).
2. BRIEF LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Literature review methodology

We analysed scientific production using the “Digital Divide”, “Internet Usage” and “Health Information Seeking” descriptors. The research was performed using the ISI Web of Knowledge database, focusing on material published between 2012 and 2019. We chose to limit our research with articles from 2012 because in that year in the World Economic Forum was officially presented the “digital divide” as “inequalities between the advanced economies and the rest of the world in terms of access and use of information and communication technologies (ICT), and thus its economic and social impacts” [17]. We downloaded the .cvs file containing all the information provided by the Isi Web of Knowledge database.

The study also established some exclusion criteria:
1. From 129 documents found on ISI, we removed 14 of them because of lack of digital Object Identifier;
2. The second criterion of exclusion is the keywords used to characterize the abstract, using a Rstudio and text analysis packages we select articles containing the following keywords: digitality, digitalization, divide, Internet, technologies, technology, technology based, mobile, access, devices, inequality, accessibility, health, health-care, health seeking, information, information seeking, seeking, care, search, research, medical, needs, disease, chronic, illness, patient, and inequalities. We removed 9 articles.
3. In the third phase, based on screening on abstract we selected 65 documents (59 available documents).
4. In the fourth and last phase, we read 59 documents and we admitted 11 articles in the study, in order to extract definitions, determinants and variables useful to decline DD and HIS.

2.2. Definition and determinants of digital divide

After 2012, first authors that recognized the impact of DD are Broadbent and Papadopoulos[18], they affirmed that two elements characterized it. The first is “infrastructure”, the “access to ICT infrastructure in the digital age is fundamental to reducing economic and social disparity”, but it is not sufficient. The second element is “Capacity for ICT access”, they referred to the availability of devices to use “infrastructure”. These phenomena appeared in different social situations (e.g.: low income, unemployed, elderly, disabled, low language proficiency, and those in rural or remote areas), both in developed and in developing countries. Neumark [19], citing other authors, listed different barriers about Internet use for health: limited Internet access and connectivity (what has come to be termed first-level DD[9]); insufficient web-navigation skills (second-level DD[11]), lack of privacy, time constraints, financial costs of going online, language challenges, lack of trust in the Internet as a reliable source of health information, etc.

Choudrie et al[20] confirmed that the two elements of DD (i.e. technology usage and infrastructure) are the main barriers when we talk about the modern way of interaction within people and between people and government agencies (or health-care providers)[21], [22],[23].

2.3. Definition and determinants of health information seeking online

Health Information Seeking is one of the most relevant activity online, especially among adult and older people.
Feng [24], citing other authors, defined Health information as “any information which is related to the practice of medicine and health-care” and “information which can aid in the prevention, detection, and treatment of disease”. He noticed that Internet has changed the way to find information, providing the widest, up-to-date and easy-to-access information to clinicians and patients. He also highlighted that the Internet penetration, among American homes, has revealed a problem with the skills needed to find, evaluate and understand information (especially health information). Contextually, the increasing age (older people) and the incidence of chronic diseases increased the likelihood to seek out health related news and information.

Sato [25] highlighted that social network, and the related exchange and search of information on the Internet, increased the use of devices and mobile devices. The author specified, “[…] 31% of cell phone owners, and 52% of smartphone owners, have used their phone to look up health or medical information”.

Hallows [26] stated that the Internet has become the most popular destination about health information, also in elderly users because they are interested in maintain their health conditions and/or in management of their chronic diseases. The author, reporting a research of 2009, underlined that online health information is the third most popular online activity among seniors.

Shah and Marchionini [27] report that “members of medically underserved groups are less likely to use the Internet for health information”, that Internet access is preparatory to online health information search and that Internet use (time, frequency, or activities) is related to the frequency of online health information search.

The problem of misinformation and information overload due to a wrong interpretation of information could be possible but, in general, it is less common because to the cross checking information [28], in fact consulting different online sources can lead to identify the correct evidences and to isolate the wrong ones.

3. CASE STUDY

In order to investigate the influence because of interdependencies between our variables and mutual impact between, we have decided to use a Panel linear model regression (PLM). Therefore, we taken 23 cross-sections to the European member states in a period across 10 years, from 2007 to 2016. We excluded five states because of the complete lack of data in OECD datasets. We treated missing value (complete lack of HIS in 2012 and 2014, and of CatH in 2014 and 2016) with interpolation function (imputeTS package) in R in order guarantee the completeness of data.

3.1. Data and variables description

Using both OECD and EUROSTAT datasets, we identified six main variables. They are:

- Current expenditure on health (HEPI), this variable consider the expenditures per capita at current prices [OECD, Dataset: Health expenditure and financing];
- Households with Internet access at home (IA), as the percentage of individuals with an Internet connection at home. This variable does not consider technological difference between, for example, classical DSL and xDSL [OECD, Dataset: ICT Access and Usage by Households and Individuals];
• Individuals frequently using Internet (IU), it refers to individuals from 16 to 74 years old who use the Internet every day or almost every day on average within the last 3 months before the survey. Use includes all locations and methods of access and any purpose (private or work/business related). The value is expressed in percentage [EUROSTAT, Dataset: Individuals frequently using the Internet].

• Households with computer access at home (CatH), it expresses the percentage of individuals with a computer at home [OECD, Dataset: ICT Access and Usage by Households and Individuals].

• Individuals using the Internet for seeking health information - last 3 m (HIS), this includes all searches on the Internet in the last 3 months before the survey. These researches include all the topics related to health and health-care (injury, disease, nutrition, improving health, etc.). The value is expressed in percentage [OECD, Dataset: ICT Access and Usage by Households and Individuals].

• Life expectancy at birth (LEX), it measures how many years an individual is expected to live at birth [OECD, Dataset: Health Status].

The data presents a great heterogeneity both between country and within time. In fact, observing the descriptive statistics (Table 1 - Descriptive statistics), you can see a constant increasing mean value about IU, IA and Hi, on the other side the Heterogeneity across years about HEPI increased less rapidly than the other variables while the distance between the minimum and the maximum value increases (Figures 1-4).

Table 1: Descriptive statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. dev.</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>25 %</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>75 %</th>
<th>Max.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEPI</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>1,961.832</td>
<td>1,228.220</td>
<td>320.850</td>
<td>771.615</td>
<td>1,831.720</td>
<td>2,929.540</td>
<td>5,014.740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IU</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>58.587</td>
<td>15.876</td>
<td>19.000</td>
<td>47.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>70.000</td>
<td>93.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CatH</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>76.517</td>
<td>12.598</td>
<td>40.170</td>
<td>67.483</td>
<td>78.910</td>
<td>87.387</td>
<td>96.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>72.730</td>
<td>14.821</td>
<td>25.400</td>
<td>62.763</td>
<td>74.655</td>
<td>82.945</td>
<td>97.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIS</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>40.172</td>
<td>12.738</td>
<td>7.660</td>
<td>31.620</td>
<td>40.780</td>
<td>48.915</td>
<td>70.720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEX</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>79.365</td>
<td>2.858</td>
<td>70.800</td>
<td>77.450</td>
<td>80.500</td>
<td>81.300</td>
<td>83.400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Health Expenditures per Individual over years
Figure 2: Computer at Home (CatH), Internet Access (IA) and Internet Usage (IU) over Years

Figure 3: Life Expectancy over years

Figure 4: Health Information Seeking over years
The differences are much more evident when you look about the heterogeneity across country (Figures 5-10). In this perspective, it arises a great disparity in IA, IU and HI on the two European poles (the Mediterranean and the North Europe). Countries, with lowest levels of Internet access, highlight low levels of Internet usage and are less confident finding autonomously health information on the Internet. In the last figure, the distinction between the Mediterranean and the North Europe is sharpest. Low level of HEPH could be caused by low opportunity to access to the Internet, consequently to use it and to find and to consult online health information.

Figure 5: Health Expenditures per Individual across countries

Figure 6: Internet Access across countries
Figure 7: Internet Usage across countries

Figure 8: Computer at Home across countries
Figure 9: Health Information Seeking across countries

Figure 10: Life Expectancy across countries
3.2 MODEL DESCRIPTION

PLM are the most used models in panel data analysis and with specific test will allow us to identify which model fit better the data and if there are country effects[29].

Starting from the classical linear model

\[ y_{it} = \alpha_{it} + \beta_{it}^T x_{it} + u_{it} \]  

where \( i=1,\ldots,N \) is the individual (group, country...) index, \( t=1,\ldots,T \) is the time index and a random disturbance term of mean 0, we hypothesized the following model to describe the relationship between the variables listed above:

\[ HEPI_{it} = \alpha_{it} + \beta_{it}^T IA_{it} + \gamma_{it}^T IU_{it} + \delta_{it}^T CatH_{it} + \zeta_{it}^T HIS + \iota_{it}^T LEX + u_{it} \]  

The model was studied according the three classical approach:
- Pooling model (OLS);
- Fixed effect model (either “individual effect” and “time effect”);
- Random effect.

The hypotheses on parameters and error terms (and hence the choice of the most appropriate estimator) was tested by means of:
1. F-test (let you choose between OLS and Fixed effect model),
2. Hausman test (let you choose between Random effect and Fixed effect model),
3. Lagrange Multiplier Test (let you choose between OLS and Random effect model).

We developed the following hypotheses:
- Hp1: IA, IU, CatH, HIS, and LEX affect the HEPI, according to literature review we expect to find a positive influence (reduction) of IA, IU, CatH, HIS, and LEX on HEPI. This is plausible because the more increase the life expectancy, the more people want to maintain their health finding information on the Internet. HIS is strictly connected to the availability of infrastructures (IA) and technology (CatH) and to the frequency of Internet usage (IU).
- Hp2: there is a different pattern in individual behaviours across country.

4. RESULTS

According to the test conducted above, the null hypotheses was rejected in the F-test and in Hausman Test. This confirm that fixed effect model is preferable respect to OLS and Random Effect. In addition, we can state that, according to the F-test and Hausman Test, conducted on Individual fixed effect model and on Time fixed effect model, that the second model is preferable.

In the Time fixed effect model, HEPI raise constantly, while an increment of IA, HIS and LEX have the opposite effect. When individuals increase the possibility to access to the Internet and acquire more information about health, they are causing a reduction of health-care cost per capita, the same impact seems to have also life expectancy. In this case our first hypothesis is confirmed.
Our second hypothesis cannot be confirmed, the test conducted suggests that there is no difference between country, this is also confirmed by the absence of significance in the Fixed effect (Individual) model.

```""
## Oneway (individual) effect Within Model
##
## Call:
## plm(formula = HEPI ~ IU + CatH + IA + LEX + HIS + factor(year),
## data = Ppayr, model = "within", index = c("country", "year"))
##
## Balanced Panel: n = 23, T = 10, N = 230
##
## Residuals:
##   Min. 1st Qu. Median 3rd Qu. Max.
## -401.73423 -69.58673  0.80717  70.70122  635.50240
##
## Coefficients:
##                    Estimate Std. Error t-value Pr(>|t|)
## IU                   10.2144    4.7084    2.1694 0.031274  
## CatH                -4.6565    2.9478   -1.5797 0.115819  
## IA                  -25.5641    4.9411   -5.1738 5.723e-07 ***
## LEX                 -89.5087   30.4143   -2.9430 0.003649  
## HIS                 -4.5511    1.9274   -2.3613 0.019208  
## factor(year)2008   268.2852   49.3689    5.4343 1.647e-07 ***
## factor(year)2009   472.0892   62.4943    7.5541 1.646e-12 ***
## factor(year)2010   631.2852   78.1509    8.0778 7.003e-14 ***
## factor(year)2011   777.8740   92.9831    8.3658 1.183e-14 ***
## factor(year)2012   895.5271  101.0733    8.8602 5.246e-16 ***
## factor(year)2013   982.5560  115.0022    8.5438 3.885e-15 ***
## factor(year)2014  1111.8737 126.6154    8.7815 8.655e-16 ***
## factor(year)2015  1150.4883 134.4661    8.5560 3.599e-15 ***
## factor(year)2016  1264.4600 142.1073    8.8979 4.123e-16 ***
##
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Total Sum of Squares:  9681400
## Residual Sum of Squares:  4005700
## R-Squared:  0.58625
## Adj. R-Squared:  0.50907
## F-statistic: 19.5333 on 14 and 193 DF, p-value: < 2.22e-16
```

5. CONCLUSION

Health-care expenditures are constantly increasing, just as life expectancy in Europe, and individuals want to live longer and healthier. For these reasons they try to get much more information on different resources, the Internet is the most accessible and easy-to-use. In this paper we analysed the influence of some barriers of Digital Divide and Health Information Seeking Online on Health-care Expenditures. The results highlighted significative impact of Internet Access, Life Expectancy, Internet Usage and Health Information Seeking. This can be considered a starting point for further researches in this field.
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